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Thank you totally much for downloading Madden 10 Prima Guide.Maybe you have knowledge that, people have see numerous times for their favorite books in imitation of this Madden 10 Prima Guide, but stop going on in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good PDF later a cup of coffee in the afternoon, then again they juggled taking into consideration some harmful virus inside their computer. Madden 10 Prima Guide is handy in our digital library an online permission to it is set as public thus you can download it instantly. Our digital library saves in complex
countries, allowing you to acquire the most less latency time to download any of our books considering this one. Merely said, the Madden 10 Prima Guide is universally compatible past any devices to read.

Silent Hill May 11 2021 All endings revealed Maps of every area Killer tips and tactics Twisted puzzle solutions Weapons and item lists Complete walkthrough Complete enemy compendium
Final Fantasy X / X-2 HD Remaster Official Strategy Guide Jun 24 2022 Provides comprehensive walkthroughs for all versions of the games, illustrated maps, full coverage of all side quests, complete mini-game coverage, and full enemy data.
L. A. Noire Jul 13 2021 Full Coverage OF L.A. Noire: Celebrating the launch of an enhanced L.A. Noire for a new generation with this indispensable guide providing analysis and strategy for the latest versions, including: - New Collectibles and Their Locations - Updated Achievements & Trophies - Brand New Control Schemes,
Including VR and Nintendo Switch, with Touch & Gesture Commands The Complete Experience: Collected in one place for the very first time, we provide in-depth coverage of L.A. Noire in its entirety, including every additional case and all new collectibles! The VR Case Files: Each of the seven select cases featured in L.A. Noire: The
VR Case Files is revealed in full detail, with gameplay tips and strategies to take on the role of Cole Phelps in virtual reality. Every Mission: A complete walkthrough to rising through the ranks and solving every case with a perfect score. We'll guide you from Patrol, through the Traffic, Homicide, and Vice desks, all the way to the story's
thrilling climax. City Maps: Find everything you're looking for. We identify locations for all Landmarks and Collectibles, as well as critical mission waypoints. Vehicle Showroom: Stats for all vehicles and where to find them, including the hidden cars you will not discover on your own! Discover New Items and Abilities: Find out how to
get your hands on every new Detective Suit and where to find every Golden Vinyl and Novel Cover. Detective Training: This is your essential resource to collecting evidence, interrogating suspects, and using intuition to uncover the truth. Plus: coverage of all Street Crimes, Outfits, and everything you need for 100% Completion! Free
eGuide Included: Mobile-friendly eGuide for strategy on the go, all optimized for a second-screen experience.
Brink May 31 2020 A guide to the "Brink" video game that includes complete campaign walkthroughs, defense strategies, statistics and customization options for characters, insider tips, and detailed maps.
Mass Effect Mar 21 2022 To get the full effect, you need this guide •Full mission & optional assignment walkthroughs •Massive galactic codex section for all the background you could want •All Achievements and how to get them •Mass Effect warfare secrets revealed
Business Strategy Game Guide: A 10 Page Quick Guide of All the Points You Need Nov 24 2019 This is a 10 page Quick How To Win the BSG Guide by a BSG Grand Champion. Want to ensure victory? Do you want to secure your mark in this class? This direct to the point guide is your most straight forward ticket to looking into
the mindset of a Grand Champion who has won multiple times. Contact information is inside the e-book for those who need extra help as I support all material covered in the guide up to the BSG 2018 years.
Gus and Duncan's Comprehensive Guide to Star Wars Collectibles Aug 02 2020
Ratchet Deadlocked Apr 22 2022 The guide, for this Playstation 2 game, includes combat strategies for surviving the perils of DreadZone, and every mod, weapon, and gadget is covered. Find out which upgrades and equipment best suits your playstyle. Also includes maps of every level with all pick-ups and objective locations revealed.
Indiana Jones and the Staff of Kings Jun 12 2021 Adventurer’s Handbook – As you might expect, Indy’s all-new adventure on the Wii and PS2 brims with white-knuckle excitement, surprise twists, and grave danger. But fear not, true adventurer: Prima’s guide truly is the “holy grail” of Indiana Jones and the Staff of Kings strategy,
providing over 70 pages of detailed, step-by-step walkthrough (pg. 12-83). Rely on us to help you thwart every trap, solve every puzzle, and steer Dr. Jones toward Fortune and Glory. Secret Revelations – The Wii and PS2 versions of Indiana Jones and the Staff of Kings hold many special extras for the bold to discover (that’s you!), and
Prima’s guide devotes nearly 20 pages to these special extras (pg. 84-101), providing handy Fortune and Glory checklists, multiplayer strategies, and complete co-op walkthroughs. One look at this info and you’ll find unlocking these extras to be academic. Classic Game, Modern Guide – Adventurers who explore Indy’s quest on the Wii
are in for a special treat: After clearing just one Glory move in the main game, the whole of Indiana Jones and the Fate of Atlantis becomes unlocked and available to play. This classic PC title from the early 90’s may be an oldie, but you’ll find its puzzles and challenges are still stumpers. Fortunately, Prima’s guide provides over 30 pages
of step-by-step walkthrough (pg. 102-135), leading you through not one, but all three unique paths you may take through the game. Just promise us you’ll at least try to solve the puzzles on your own first! Handheld Heroics – Plenty of pint-sized adventuring awaits Indy in the handheld version of Indiana Jones and the Staff of Kings, and
Prima hasn’t downsized any of the strategy. Flip our Wii/PS2 guide over to discover another complete guide – one that’s been specially crafted for the Nintendo DS! After a bit of good-ol’ adventuring know-how, the DS guide quickly opens into a thorough step-by-step walkthrough (pg. 6-45) filled with tips, puzzle solutions, and scoreboosting artifact locations. Cipher Solutions – Intricate puzzle boxes known as ciphers abound in the DS version of Indiana Jones and the Staff of Kings, and many of these unique brainteasers can be quite tricky. You won’t have any trouble cracking them in record time with our solutions though, which are conveniently placed in the
walkthrough as the puzzles are encountered, and also in a separate section (pg. 46-57) at the end of the guide that’s easy to reference when replaying the puzzles in Cipher Mode!
Tales of Xillia 2 - Strategy Guide Oct 04 2020 A year after the schism has been destroyed, a young man named Ludger Kresnik finds himself thrust into unexpected events when a little girl named Elle appears in Elympios. Seeking the mystical Land of Canaan, Elle and Ludger are joined by Jude Mathis and some old friends as they
travel to the far reaches of time and space, seeking a way to stop humanity from perishing and dimensions being torn apart. Without them, all will be lost... Join us as we scour every aspect of this massive game including the following: - A detailed Story Walkthrough; - All Skits and Treasures unearthed; - All Character Episodes covered
in full; - Kitty Dispatch and Cat locations - Find every cute Kitty in the game and much more!
Dead Island Official Strategy Guide Apr 29 2020 Welcome to Dead Island ... a paradise to die for.The Island of Banoi has turned into chaos after a mysterious zombie outbreak. Cut off from the rest of the world, the Dead Island Official Strategy Guide is your chance to get out alive. Packed with maps, weapon and items stats and a
spoiler-free walkthrough of the entire game, you'll discover how to escape the horrors on the island.This first person action game is fast and fun, and there's only one guide to take you through the game - Dead Island Official Strategy Guide from Bradygames. Can you survive this deadly apocalypse of gruesome zombies?
Red Dead Redemption - Strategy Guide Mar 29 2020 Red Dead Redemption is a Western epic, set at the turn of the 20th century when the lawless and chaotic badlands began to give way to the expanding reach of government and the spread of the Industrial Age. A follow up to the 2004 hit Red Dead Revolver, this game tells the story
of former outlaw John Marston, taking players on a great adventure across the American frontier. Inside the guide: - Complete guide to every mission in the storyline. - A complete breakdown of what you need to do to earn that coveted 100% completion rate. - All of the cheats. - Essential multiplayer tips and advice. - Mini-Game
Strategies and more.
Madden NFL 17 Dec 18 2021 The Madden NFL '17 Standard Edition Guide includes... Game Winning Plays: We give you the top 17 plays in Madden NFL 17. Easily find which playbooks have them and the strategy behind what makes them the best. Pro Tips from the Game Changers: Get expert advice and in-depth strategy from highly
skilled Game Changers, Zan and Litzout. Always know what to do and when. Customize Your Team: Learn what makes players great and how to utilize them. We recommend the ideal schemes for a variety of playbooks and how to get the most out of your players. Madden Ultimate Team: Understand the new features of this game mode
and build a team with the best players in each position to dominate the competition. Fantasy Football Tips: Get everything you need to know about the world of fantasy football by using our mock draft and drafting strategy. Then stay informed with the most up to date information by unlocking a free digital eGuide! Free eGuide: Unlock
the enhanced eGuide for bonus videos of the top 17 plays in Madden NFL 17.
Final Fantasy X-2 Jul 25 2022 Presents a guide to the characters, missions, strategy, and accessories of the video game.
NCAA Football 10 Sep 27 2022 All New Landscape Format: Pages will be easier to read and will carry more info then previous guides. Expert Strategy: Written by VG Sports, a diverse group of gamers/writers who have been to numerous Madden Challenge Final Fours, coached multiple people to EA Madden Challenge titles and are
consistently ranked in the Top 20 online! Strengths and Weaknesses of all 120 FBS teams are analyzed! Get a jump on your playbook selection with a list of every formation in each team's book. In-depth look at the Top 20 teams in NCAA Football 10. Team pages break down key plays for success against your opponents! Advanced
Strategy - Create your own schemes as we demonstrate how to go through a formation and put together a series of plays. Offensive Fundamentals - Learn the keys to having a successful running game, and master the skills you need to have a devastating aerial attack. Defensive Fundamentals - Learn the fundamentals of building a lockdown defense and unleashing killer blitzes.
Madden NFL 07 Oct 28 2022 *Team Rosters - Prima's guide will list every player with full game stats. Whether you play a strict team roster or make trades all season you'll need to know everyone's numbers to make the right choices. *Playbook - All plays in the game will be detailed in our guide. It's your job to lead the team so make
the right calls
Kingdom Come: Deliverance - Strategy Guide Aug 22 2019 Included in this guide: - A complete walkthrough of the main story, including multiple outcomes - Guides to specific side quests associated with each settlement - Reference to important points of interest along the way - Useful gameplay tips to ensure the best possible start Character development guide to the basics, build options and recommended perks - A comprehensive guide for all regular and hidden achievements - A fully interactive map with descriptions and screenshots for all map locations
Dark Souls III: Prima Official Game Guide Jan 07 2021 The Dark Souls III guide includes... Comprehensive Walkthrough with Detailed Maps: Learn the location of every dangerous encounter, trap, shortcut, and important item in every area of the game. Equipment, Spell, and Item Data: A full armory of items, weapons, spells, armor,
and upgrades for your perusal. Learn where the best equipment is located and how best to level it up. Character Build Analysis and Strategies: Use our authors' extensive testing to your advantage. We provide ideas and concepts for character builds to help you define your playstyle. Enemy Tactics and Boss Strategies: Tips and tricks for
every encounter. Learn the tells for every attack that a major enemy makes so you can counter their strikes effectively. Free mobile-friendly eGuide! Includes a code to access the eGuide, a web-access version of the complete guide optimized for a second-screen experience.
Fire Emblem Warriors: Three Hopes - Strategy Guide Jul 01 2020 Set in Fódlan, a land governed by three powers, Fire Emblem Warriors: Three Hopes takes the world and characters of Fire Emblem: Three Houses and spins a new tale. The guide for Fire Emblem Warriors: Three Hopes features everything you need to know to
conquer all three routes. Learn how to recruit every character, every correct choice for expeditions and expert strategies on the toughest battles that await you.- How to recruit every character in every route - Tips on how to obtain S-Ranks - In-depth look at every character's abilities and arts for all Classes - Walkthrough on Scarlet Blaze,
Azure Gleam and Golden Wildfire - Discover the best gifts for every character - A full list of all the Achievements and their Awards - A breakdown on the post game
APIs: A Strategy Guide Sep 22 2019 "Creating channels with application programming interfaces"--Cover.
Genshin Impact - Strategy Guide Jan 27 2020 Welcome to the beautiful fantasy world of Teyvat. Along the way, you will freely explore this wondrous world, join forces with a diverse range of characters, and unravel the countless mysteries that Teyvat holds. The guide for Genshin Impact features all there is to see and do including a
walkthrough containing coverage of all Archon Quests, detailed analysis of all characters, breakdown on artifacts, domains, items, and much more! **Based on version 2.0 (Inazuma)** - Full coverage of all current Archon Quests including Inazuma - Detailed Character pages of all playable characters - Knowledge on all of the current
known regions of Teyvat - Details on all items, materials and currencies. - Coverage of World Quests and all Story Quests - All Weekly Bosses covered with expert strategies - All Domains including Inazuma laid bare with expert strategies - How to conquer the Spiral Abyss - How to get the optimal outcomes on Hangout Events - Full
Housing guide using the Serenitea Pot including a full blueprints and furnishings list - All details on Gardening
Tron, Evolution Sep 15 2021 *Spiral bound so you can keep your place and keep both hands on the game *All the essential strategy you need to beat the game *Compact size to stay where you play *Find every TRON file and Abraxas shard! *Upgrade your skills with breakdowns of all characters and derezz tactics for all enemies.
*Become a Game Grid champion with multiplayer tips!
Shadow the Hedgehog Jun 19 2019 Hero or Villain? You Decide. • Navigate your way through all 55 missions and 16 Boss Battles • Incredible tactics for defeating all bosses with an A Ranking • Find out how to beat Expert Mode • Find all 115 secret keys throughout the game • All unlockables exposed
Guitar Hero II Official Strategy Guide Feb 20 2022 BradyGames' Guitar Hero II Official Strategy Guide includes the following: Detailed information on the game, including how it was made. Exclusive interviews with RedOctane. Expert strategies for all modes of gameplay. Game secrets revealed! Bonus sticker sheet included for
players to decorate their guitar for ultimate customization! Platform: PlayStation 2 Genre: SimulationThis product is available for sale worldwide.

Ni No Kuni II: Revenant Kingdom - Strategy Guide Dec 26 2019 You are Evan Pettiwhisker Tildrum, a young boy that is to become the king of Ding Dong Dell. After the passing of his father, he was to inherit the throne, but a coup d'etat by his truster adviser put his life in danger. Thanks to a mysterious stranger named Roland, he is
saved, but not without losing his kingdom in the process. Evan has decided to start a new kingdom, one where everyone can live in peace, with the help of his newly acquired friend, Roland. This guide contains the following: - A detailed walkthrough for the main story, from the beginning to the end - A guide to all 175 Sidequests Locations for every Citizen, Higgledy Stone, Songbook and other collectibles - A comprehensive trophy guide that will net you another shiny platinum
Turok Evolution Apr 10 2021 Turok evolution–The return of the dinosaur hunter! Inside you'll find: • Cheat codes directly from the game developers • Exclusive strategies, hints and secrets to defeat every enemy and overcome any obstacle • Complete inventories of all weaponry including secondary functions, ammunition, pick-ups and
power-ups • In-depth enemy descriptions detailing attack methods, health levels, critical damage reactions and special skills • Detailed walkthroughs of every level, including maps and locations of all weapons and quest items • Multi-plyaer strategies for obliterating all your competition
Mount & Blade II: Bannerlord - Strategy Guide Feb 26 2020 The empire of Calradia is plagued by inner conflict, tearing the structure of the old order as new lines are drawn on the map. The chaos creates a dangerous world, with opportunities to capitalise on the uncertainty of the future. Control trade routes to manipulate production and
distribution of resources, join factions to gain renown and influence world politics, or create your own clan to build a world of your own. Whatever path you choose, this guide will help you to understand the intricacies of the Bannerlord economy, combat, factions, skills and perks, tactics, troop types, character builds, smithing system,
quests, and much more to ensure that you are never left wondering what to do next, or how you might go about doing it. July 2021 Update: - A guide for campaign Quests, including main and side quests - A detailed guide covering the Combat system, includes basic and advanced techniques for different weapons - Guide to combat
Tactics, includes how to organise troops on the battlefield and simulation battles - Guides for how to quickly gain Renown and Influence in Calradia - A Character Development guide to Factions, Skills, Companions, and Marriage - A guide covering Character Builds for different combat styles such as melee, mounted, and ranged - A
comprehensive guide to all Perks associated with combat and governance - A detailed Army Troop Types guide including how to get the Best Troops of Each Type - An Economy guide covering How to Make Money quickly through raiding, conquest, and trading
The Legend of Heroes: Trails of Cold Steel III - Strategy Guide Jul 21 2019 Welcome to the new class VII - Explore the newly annexed lands of the Empire with a brand new squad, and catch up with familiar faces from the past.The guide for Trails of Cold Steel III features all there is to see and do including a walkthrough featuring
coverage of all Chapters including all Side Quests and activities to ensure you achieve an S Rank at every step. Inside Version 1.0 - Full Walkthrough of the main storyline - Coverage of all Side Quests - Trophy/Achievement Guide - Full Enemy List - Full Fishing and Recipe Lists - Details on every character
Yu-gi-oh! Trading Card Game Rule Book Nov 17 2021 Detailed explanations of official rules.
Final Fantasy X Jan 19 2022 The most comprehensive guide ever produced by Piggyback leaves no stone unturned in exploring every facet of the epic Final Fantasy(r) X. These 228 full-colour pages are packed with exclusive artwork, high-resolution screenshots, detailed information, statistics, maps and more. Detailed secrets to Final
Fantasy(r) X with exclusive info from the game s developers Complete game system with all hidden combat possibilities In-depth Sphere Grid and more: we cover all aspects of developing your characters Comprehensive area maps showing all objects to be found Exhaustive mini-game tactics: blitzball made easy Entire step-by-step
walkthrough as you would expect from Piggyback All-inclusive information and statistics on monsters, weapons, items and abilities
Final Fantasy VIII Aug 14 2021 BradyGAMES-Final Fantasy VIII Official Strategy Guide Features: Detailed Walkthroughs Boss Strategies Item & Magic Lists Complete Bestiary and over 450 Full-Color Maps! The ONLY Official Guide! Platform: PlayStation Genre: RPG
Steel Battalion Oct 16 2021 A prime feature of this game guide is a detailed walkthrough for all 12 levels. Expert tactics for each challenging mission are also included. Complete Vertical Tank and weapon coverage is given, along with comprehensive coverage of the 40+ button simulation controller, packaged with the game. Game
secrets, including hidden missions and enemy robots, are revealed.
Resident Evil 6 - Strategy Guide Oct 24 2019 It has been ten years since the Raccoon City incident and the President of the United States has decided to reveal the truth behind what took place in the belief that it will curb the current resurgence in bioterrorist activity. Due to be by the President’s side is his personal friend and Raccoon
City survivor, Leon S. Kennedy, but when the venue suffers a bioterrorist attack, Leon is forced to face a President transformed beyond recognition and make his hardest ever decision. At the same time, Bioterrorism Security Assessment Alliance member, Chris Redfield arrives in China, itself under threat of a bioterrorist attack. With no
country safe from these attacks and the ensuing outbreaks, the entire world’s population is united by a common fear that there is no hope left. In a first for the franchise, Resident Evil 6 sees series favourites Leon and Chris come together to face this unprecedented threat. They will be joined by new characters, each with their own unique
perspective and involvement in this relentless dramatic horror experience enacted on a global scale. Inside the guide: • An Intro to the games controls, skill points & physical attacks. • Comprehensive walkthrough for Leon, Chris, Jake and Ada's Campaigns. • Skills, Templates, Emblems and Titles Lists. • Trophy / Achievement List. •
Playing Tips. • Campaign Rankings. • Weapons, Mercenaries and Enemies info. • And much, much more!
Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare Signature Series Strategy Guide Sep 03 2020 POWER CHANGES EVERYTHING Private military corporations have emerged as the dominant armed forces for countless nations, redrawing borders and rewriting the rules of war. Powerful exoskeletons have evolved every aspect of a soldier's battle
readiness. Exploit your new arsenal to the full and gain the competitive edge with this essential guide.
Madden NFL 10 Aug 26 2022 •Landscape Format: Back by popular demand! Makes the guide easier to read and keep open for your favorite plays! •Expert Strategy:The guide will be written by VG Sports, a diverse group of gamers/writers who have been to numerous Madden Challenge Final Fours, coached multiple people to EA
Madden Challenge titles and are consistently ranked in the Top 20 online! •Revamped Team Pages:Offensive/Defensive Strength charts, Offensive Formations, Audible Packages, Defensive Formations & offensive/defensive playcounts are being moved to one page. Open up to a team and get a perfect snap shot of their teams ratings,
depth charts, strengths/weaknesses. •Offensive and Defensive Playbooks:Tons of plays are broken. Plays like Gun Snugs/Tight All Cross and 46 Normal Cover 3 Press will be analyzed! •Advanced Strategies: This section will contain hardcore type tips with package examples on topics like Zone Coverage Beater, Bump-N-Run Beater and
more! •Achievements and Trophies: All achievements and trophies revealed with strategy on how to obtain them all!
Dragon Age: Inquisition - Strategy Guide Nov 05 2020 Improved & Updated: September 2020! This is the Dragon Age. A tear has ripped open the heavens and demons pour forth to ravage the land. You are caught up in this destruction, the only survivor complete with a mark on your hand. This mark is the only thing that can close the
Breach and save Thedas. Heralded as a savior, you begin an Inquisition by assembling an army of powerful allies to put a stop to the chaos. Only you can decide the fate of Thedas. You are the Inquisitor! Allow us to lead you through the lands of Thedas and uncover the secrets behind the Breach. This guide for Dragon Age: Inquisition
offers a detailed walkthrough of the main story and all side quests associated with each region, detailing easily missed features and hidden lore secrets along the way. The guide also covers all three main DLC: Jaws of Hakkon, The Descent, and Trespasser, and all dialogue choices throughout the game. Inside this guide you will find: - A
Walkthrough for all main story quests, detailing the consequences of your choices along the way. - Walkthrough for all DLC content, covering Jaws of Hakkon, The Descent and Trespasser. - Exploration sections for each region, including side quests, requisitions, collections and companion quests. - Comprehensive section on Dialogue
Choices, covering both approval and romance options for companions. - Breakdown of Specialization Trainers including where to find them and how to complete their missions. - Crafting section covering key locations for potions, tonics, grenades, and other materials. - An Equipment section, detailing where to find some of the best
weapons and armor. - A Mounts section with descriptions of how to acquire them and when they become available. - Overview of Multiplayer - including basic starting tips, coverage of characters, challenges, and loot.
Ninja Gaiden 2 Dec 06 2020 •Strategies to fight every enemy •In-depth boss analysis and strategy •Combos and strategies for every weapon •Locations for all 30 Crystal Skulls Free Preview Includes: Basics guide & Chapter 1: Sky City Tokyo walkthrough. Guide Update Includes: Free Achievements
Grand Strategy in 10 Words Mar 09 2021 This book introduces ten key terms for analysing grand strategy and shows how the world’s great powers – the United States, China, Russia and the European Union (EU) – shape their strategic decisions today and shows how the choices made will determine the course of world politics in the first
half of the 21st century.
Madden NFL 09 May 23 2022 •Expert strategy: Written by tournament competitors! •Key offensive and defensive plays: Specific plays to take advantage of each team’s unique playbook! •Roster and package tips: Substitution and depth chart suggestions to maximize the potential of your team! •Scouting and strategy: Reports on every
team, plus tips for success when using or playing against any given team! •New features: Hints on how to utilize EA SPORTS BackTrack, Virtual Trainer, Formation Audibles, and more!
Pokémon Sword & Shield - Strategy Guide Feb 08 2021 Welcome to our comprehensive strategy guide for Pokémon: Sword and Shield, the latest entries in the Pokémon video game franchise. Our guide also incorporates all the DLC, including the Isle of Armor and brand new Crown Tundra DLC. In Sword and Shield, you explore the
Galar region, based on the United Kingdom, alongside rivals Hop, Bede and Marnie, with the aim to dethrone the Pokémon League Champion. The games introduce several new features such as Dynamaxing and Gigantamaxing, functions that increase size and change forms of certain Pokémon; the Wild Area, a large open world with free
camera movement; and raids with co-op battling. They also reintroduce features previously seen in Sun and Moon and Let's Go, Pikachu! and Let's Go, Eevee!, such as regional variants and roaming Pokémon depicted in the overworld. Brand New October 2020: - The Crown Tundra walkthrough and information. Version 1.2 - A
Complete Walkthrough of the Isle of Armor. - Details of all 16 new Wild Areas, including Pokémon encounter rates. - All the new Max Raid Dens: Locations and Featured Pokémon. - Images and Locations of All 150 of the Missing Diglett. - The Isle of Armor Pokédex (featuring 100 Returning Pokémon). - Recipes for the Cram-o-matic.
- A Full Walkthrough featuring Pokémon encounter rates. - All Gym Encounters and Strategies. - New Items: Mints & Natures Explained. - Post Game content including Champion Cup. - Dynamaxing and Gigantamaxing. - The Galar Region Pokédex (featuring 400 Pokemon).
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